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then you can share the link on social networks or on your blog. Or
add to bookmarks on our website to watch it later. And also you can
get acquainted with our rating of films TOP - 100 If you don't have

the player, try disabling ad-blocking browser extensions like AdBlock
or Adguard. This player is a very good alternative to the player from

VKontakte. Since video uploads often do not work on VK, and
interesting documentaries are constantly deleted there, we will use

different players. Thanks for attention. Please rate the movie Do not
relate to the subject of the site and the news itself; Contain remarks

that offend other participants in the discussion; Documentaries online
in good quality for free - Documentary films (or non-fiction films)
are a type of cinematography. A documentary is a film based on the

shooting of real events and persons. The term "documentary"
(English documentary) in relation to such a genre / type of cinema

was first proposed by John Grierson in the 1920s. Prior to this,
French journalists and critics used this name for films made on the

basis of travel footage. Grierson, on the other hand, defined
documentary cinema as "the creative development of reality." The

first documentary filming was made even at the birth of cinema: for
example, during Louis Lumiere's "original expedition" in 1863, the
first photographs were taken, thus laying the foundation for cinema.
However, documentary became a full-fledged genre of cinema only
in the second half of the 20th century, after the first black-and-white

documentaries were shown at the Paris Film Festival in 1929.
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Masters of this type of cinematography often rose to serious
philosophical generalizations in their works. Documentary film

structure This is a kind of feature film. Unlike feature films,
documentaries are dominated by real shooting with minimal use of
props. The topic of documentaries is most often interesting events,

cultural phenomena, scientific facts and hypotheses, as well as
famous people and communities. The masters of this type of cinema,

as a rule, are non-professional directors, cameramen and
photographers. The most famous documentary directors of our time

Quentin Tarantino - American Filmmaker
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